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Men's Health Network @MensHlthNetwork

6

HealthyTeethMD @HealthyTeethMD

It's amazing how much floss can do to help keep
#heartdisease risk low. #teethmatter2dads
#menshealthmonth #menshealthmatters

31% of men say they or their families have delayed
dental care for fear of out-of-pocket costs bit.ly/1NiWczB
#TeethMatter2Dads

RETWEETS

64
MENTIONS

@Teeth_Matter

53% of men dont know dental care during pregnancy is
safe. Encourage mothers to receive dental care
bit.ly/1gEdfNB #TeethMatter2Dads
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BHASexTalk

HealthyTeethMD

GaryJPickard

Jun 5, 2015 at 1:32pm UTC
Kids Dental Zone @kidsdentalzone

RT @Teeth_Matter: A FL dentist explains how he strives as a dad to
instill good oral health habits in his kids bit.ly/1Qk3hBB #Teet…

Dental My ID @Dental140

RT @HealthyTeethMD: 53% of men dont know dental care during
pregnancy is safe. Encourage mothers to receive dental care
http://t.co/ouZRapM…

SaludHEALTHinfo @SaludHEALTHinfo

RT @CDCChronic: Good health includes good oral health: men keep
teeth healthy by drinking water w/ fluoride #TeethMatter2Dads
http://t.co/…

SaludHEALTHinfo @SaludHEALTHinfo

RT @MHInitiative: It's amazing how much floss can do to help keep
#heartdisease risk low. #teethmatter2dads #menshealthmonth
#menshealthmat…

Kids Dental Zone @kidsdentalzone

RT @Teeth_Matter: Dads can help enforce kids’ healthy dental habits.
This downloadable handout educates parents 1.usa.gov/1cS6U4R
#Tee…

BipposPlaceforSmiles @BipposPlace

RT @MHInitiative: A FL dentist explains how he strives as a dad to
instill good oral health habits in his kids bit.ly/1Qk3hBB #Teet…

Jun 5, 2015 at 12:00am UTC
Fit Fathers @FitFathers

RT @MensHlthNetwork: 31% of men say they or their families have
delayed dental care for fear of out-of-pocket costs bit.ly/1NiWczB …

Jeffrey S. Kim @jsk_calwellness

RT @Center4OralHlth: 53% of men dont know dental care during
pregnancy is safe. Encourage mothers to receive dental care
http://t.co/f6o3kp…

Kelly Thompson @healthier_heart

RT @MHInitiative: It's amazing how much floss can do to help keep
#heartdisease risk low. #teethmatter2dads #menshealthmonth
#menshealthmat…

David W. Ford @FORDHealthWonk

RT @Teeth_Matter: 1 in 4 men surveyed say they’ve avoided smiling
or done things to hide their teeth bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatter2Da…

Amanda @amandaciatti

RT @oralhealthforum: 1 in 4 men surveyed say they’ve avoided
smiling or done things to hide their teeth bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatte…

Sjögrens Forum @SjogrensForum

RT @Teeth_Matter: 31% of men say they or their families have
delayed dental care for fear of out-of-pocket costs bit.ly/1NiWczB
#Te…

StrategicHS @StrategicHS

RT @CDCChronic: About 1 in 3 men did not visit the dentist in the past
year #OralHealth #TeethMatter2Dads bit.ly/1G9wf5T

water watcher @waterWatchr

RT @oralhealthforum: Dads: Learn how early your kids should start
brushing with #fluoride toothpaste nyti.ms/1cy4DFm
#TeethMatter2D…
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24
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TxOHC, Inc. @TxOHC

RT @oralhealthforum: Dads: Learn how early your kids should start
brushing with #fluoride toothpaste nyti.ms/1cy4DFm
#TeethMatter2D…

Annette Scott D.D.S. @ScottDentalCare

RT @Teeth_Matter: Oral care during pregnancy is safe & needed.
Share these resources w/expecting mothers in your life
http://t.co/dCiu1MX8h…

Schön Dental @SchonDental

RT @HealthyTeethMD: Oral care during pregnancy is safe & needed.
Share these resources w/expecting mothers in your life
http://t.co/ouZRapM…

ARI-AHEC @ARIAHEC

RT @Ohiochc: Oral health matters. Read why #oralhealth is a window
to your overall health mayocl.in/1P0UokU via @MayoClinic
#TeethMatt…

Alma Idehen @AlmaPJI

RT @KYOralHealth: Dads can help enforce kids’ healthy dental
habits. This downloadable handout educates parents:
1.usa.gov/1cS6U4R #Te…

Alma Idehen @AlmaPJI

RT @Teeth_Matter: Periodontal disease has a higher prevalence in
men. Look for the warning signs here 1.usa.gov/1LLHXEt
#TeethMatter2D…

Alma Idehen @AlmaPJI

RT @HealthyTeethMD: 53% of men dont know dental care during
pregnancy is safe. Encourage mothers to receive dental care
http://t.co/ouZRapM…

Alma Idehen @AlmaPJI

RT @MHInitiative: One way to take care of your teeth (often
overlooked) is to make sure you are #hydrated. Drink water!
#TeethMatter2Dads #…

Alma Idehen @AlmaPJI

RT @Teeth_Matter: 31% of men say they or their families have
delayed dental care for fear of out-of-pocket costs bit.ly/1NiWczB
#Te…

Area Agency on Aging @AAA3Ohio

RT @MHInitiative: It's amazing how much floss can do to help keep
#heartdisease risk low. #teethmatter2dads #menshealthmonth
#menshealthmat…

Starla Lever @Starlalever

RT @Teeth_Matter: Dads can help enforce kids’ healthy dental habits.
This downloadable handout educates parents 1.usa.gov/1cS6U4R
#Tee…

MDAC @MDAC01

RT @Center4OralHlth: POLL: Men are less likely than women to
report having an annual dentist visit bit.ly/1km0gDe via @Gallup
#Teet…

MDAC @MDAC01

RT @Teeth_Matter: |@MensHealthMag explains why it’s important to
take care of your oral health bit.ly/N1z5kP #TeethMatter2Dads

CDCChronic @CDCChronic

RT @Teeth_Matter: African American men are at higher risk for oral
cancer. Learn more 1.usa.gov/1HPdwPb via NIDCR@NIH
#TeethMatter2Dads

MDAC @MDAC01

RT @HealthyTeethMD: 53% of men dont know dental care during
pregnancy is safe. Encourage mothers to receive dental care
http://t.co/ouZRapM…

MDAC @MDAC01

RT @Teeth_Matter: African American men are at higher risk for oral
cancer. Learn more 1.usa.gov/1HPdwPb via NIDCR@NIH
#TeethMatter2Dads

CDCChronic @CDCChronic

RT @Teeth_Matter: 31% of men say they or their families have
delayed dental care for fear of out-of-pocket costs bit.ly/1NiWczB
#Te…

MDAC @MDAC01

RT @DentaQuest: Periodontal disease has a higher prevalence in
men. Look for the warning signs here 1.usa.gov/1LLHXEt
#TeethMatter2Dads

IDPH - Public Health @IAPublicHealth

RT @Teeth_Matter: Oral care during pregnancy is safe & needed.
Share these resources w/expecting mothers in your life
http://t.co/dCiu1MX8h…

MDAC @MDAC01

Dads: Learn how early your kids should start brushing with #fluoride
toothpaste nyti.ms/1cy4DFm #TeethMatter2Dads

CDCChronic @CDCChronic

RT @MHInitiative: It's amazing how much floss can do to help keep
#heartdisease risk low. #teethmatter2dads #menshealthmonth
#menshealthmat…

CDCChronic @CDCChronic

RT @Teeth_Matter: Oral care during pregnancy is safe & needed.
Share these resources w/expecting mothers in your life
http://t.co/dCiu1MX8h…

Michael Diorio @DiorioMichael

RT @cdaonline: Are you trying to quit the spit? This Quit the Spit video
can help you succeed! ow.ly/NSO6O #TeethMatter2Dads

HealthyTeethMD @HealthyTeethMD

RT @MHInitiative: One way to take care of your teeth (often
overlooked) is to make sure you are #hydrated. Drink water!
#TeethMatter2Dads #…

HealthyTeethMD @HealthyTeethMD

RT @cdaonline: Who doesn't love to color? Use these activity sheets
to teach kids good habits. ow.ly/NSN2D #TeethMatter2Dads

Joel Kaplan @jimbral

RT @MHInitiative: It's amazing how much floss can do to help keep
#heartdisease risk low. #teethmatter2dads #menshealthmonth
#menshealthmat…

HealthyTeethMD @HealthyTeethMD

Thanks to @Teeth_Matter for hosting another great Twitter storm! For
more info, search #TeethMatter2Dads

Dianna Abney @Babydok123

RT @Teeth_Matter: 1 in 4 men surveyed say they’ve avoided smiling
or done things to hide their teeth bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatter2Da…

Men's Health Network @MensHlthNetwork

RT @MHInitiative: It's amazing how much floss can do to help keep
#heartdisease risk low. #teethmatter2dads #menshealthmonth
#menshealthmat…

Men's Health Network @MensHlthNetwork

RT @Teeth_Matter: 1 in 4 men surveyed say they’ve avoided smiling
or done things to hide their teeth bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatter2Da…

Men's Health Network @MensHlthNetwork

RT @Teeth_Matter: Are you a dad or caregiver to a child with
disabilities? Connect to a dentist w/this resource 1.usa.gov/1FbjDWQ

#Tee…

Men's Health Network @MensHlthNetwork

RT @Teeth_Matter: Oral care during pregnancy is safe & needed.
Share these resources w/expecting mothers in your life
http://t.co/dCiu1MX8h…

Men's Health Network @MensHlthNetwork

RT @Teeth_Matter: Dads can help enforce kids’ healthy dental habits.
This downloadable handout educates parents 1.usa.gov/1cS6U4R
#Tee…

KY Oral Health C. @KYOralHealth

1 in 4 men surveyed say they’ve avoided smiling or done things to
hide their teeth bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatter2Dads

Dianna Abney @Babydok123

RT @Teeth_Matter: Are you a dad or caregiver to a child with
disabilities? Connect to a dentist w/this resource 1.usa.gov/1FbjDWQ
#Tee…

Colorado Dental @cdaonline

Thanks for inviting us! #oralhealth #TeethMatter2Dads
#MensHealthMonth twitter.com/Teeth_Matter/s…

CHAW @chawisconsin

Periodontal disease has a higher prevalence in men. Look for the
warning signs here 1.usa.gov/1LLHXEt #TeethMatter2Dads

Dianna Abney @Babydok123

RT @Teeth_Matter: Oral care during pregnancy is safe & needed.
Share these resources w/expecting mothers in your life
http://t.co/dCiu1MX8h…

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

Thanks for hosting #TeethMatter2Dads storm, @Teeth_Matter. Lots of
great information on men's oral health! twitter.com/Teeth_Matter/s…

NNOHA @NNOHA

31% of men say they or their families have delayed dental care for fear
of out-of-pocket costs bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatter2Dads

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

When it comes to the health of your teeth & gums, preventive dental
care is key. Here's why: bit.ly/1HNqTtV #TeethMatter2Dads

CenterforOralHealth @Center4OralHlth

@MensHealthMag explains why it’s important to take care of your oral
health bit.ly/N1z5kP #TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

Thanks for joining our #TeethMatter2Dads storm. Let's remember the
link between #oralhealth and overall health this #MensHealthMonth!

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

Thanks to @Teeth_Matter for hosting a great Twitter storm to bring
awareness to men's oral health. Search #TeethMatter2Dads for info!

Dianna Abney @Babydok123

RT @CDCChronic: 1 in 5 men are smokers which increases the risk
for gum disease. #TeethMatter2Dads #OralHealth bit.ly/1KP052y

Colorado Dental @cdaonline

Hey fellas, are you expecting a child? Learn the importance of oral
care during pregnancy. #TeethMatter2Dads
twitter.com/Teeth_Matter/s…

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

RT @Center4OralHlth: POLL: Men are less likely than women to
report having an annual dentist visit bit.ly/1km0gDe via @Gallup

#Teet…

HealthyTeethMD @HealthyTeethMD

RT @Teeth_Matter: Dads can help enforce kids’ healthy dental habits.
This downloadable handout educates parents 1.usa.gov/1cS6U4R
#Tee…

Gary Pickard @GaryJPickard

RT @DentaQuest: 1 in 4 men surveyed say they’ve avoided smiling or
done things to hide their teeth bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatter2Dads

IDPH - Public Health @IAPublicHealth

RT @CDCChronic: 1 in 5 men are smokers which increases the risk
for gum disease. #TeethMatter2Dads #OralHealth bit.ly/1KP052y

HealthyTeethMD @HealthyTeethMD

31% of men say they or their families have delayed dental care for fear
of out-of-pocket costs bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatter2Dads

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

@MensHealthMag explains why it’s important to take care of your oral
health bit.ly/N1z5kP #TeethMatter2Dads

CenterforOralHealth @Center4OralHlth

POLL: Men are less likely than women to report having an annual
dentist visit bit.ly/1km0gDe via @Gallup #TeethMatter2Dads

Gary Pickard @GaryJPickard

RT @HealthyTeethMD: 53% of men dont know dental care during
pregnancy is safe. Encourage mothers to receive dental care
http://t.co/ouZRapM…

HealthyTeethMD @HealthyTeethMD

RT @Teeth_Matter: Thanks for joining our storm, @HealthyTeethMD
@oralhealthforum @OralHealth2020 #TeethMatter2Dads

CDCChronic @CDCChronic

Good health includes good oral health: men keep teeth healthy by
drinking water w/ fluoride #TeethMatter2Dads 1.usa.gov/1AMMR38

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

RT @DentaQuest: Periodontal disease has a higher prevalence in
men. Look for the warning signs here 1.usa.gov/1LLHXEt
#TeethMatter2Dads

Oral Health Forum @oralhealthforum

Oral care during pregnancy is safe & needed. Share these resources
w/expecting mothers in your life bit.ly/1gEdfNB #TeethMatter2Dads

CenterforOralHealth @Center4OralHlth

African American men are at higher risk for oral cancer. Learn more
1.usa.gov/1HPdwPb via NIDCR@NIH #TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

Dads can help enforce kids’ healthy dental habits. This downloadable
handout educates parents 1.usa.gov/1cS6U4R #TeethMatter2Dads

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

Don't skip your preventive care! #TeethMatter2Dads
twitter.com/CDCChronic/sta…

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

POLL: Men are less likely than women to report having an annual
dentist visit bit.ly/1km0gDe via @Gallup #TeethMatter2Dads

DentaQuest @DentaQuest

Periodontal disease has a higher prevalence in men. Look for the
warning signs here 1.usa.gov/1LLHXEt #TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

RT @cdaonline: Are you trying to quit the spit? This Quit the Spit video
can help you succeed! ow.ly/NSO6O #TeethMatter2Dads

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

Hey Maverick, men are at a higher risk for periodontal disease! Follow
our tips for top gums: bit.ly/1Qu0OEO #TeethMatter2Dads

CenterforOralHealth @Center4OralHlth

Oral health matters. Read why #oralhealth is a window to your overall
health mayocl.in/1P0UokU via @MayoClinic #TeethMatter2Dads

CenterforOralHealth @Center4OralHlth

1 in 4 men surveyed say they’ve avoided smiling or done things to
hide their teeth bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatter2Dads

BHA for Equality @the_BHA

RT @Teeth_Matter: African American men are at higher risk for oral
cancer. Learn more 1.usa.gov/1HPdwPb via NIDCR@NIH
#TeethMatter2Dads

Men's Health Network @MensHlthNetwork

RT @CDCChronic: About 1 in 3 men did not visit the dentist in the past
year #OralHealth #TeethMatter2Dads bit.ly/1G9wf5T

BHA for Equality @the_BHA

RT @MensHlthNetwork: 31% of men say they or their families have
delayed dental care for fear of out-of-pocket costs bit.ly/1NiWczB …

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

A NY dentist and dad shares his tips for helping your kids keep their
teeth cavity-free bit.ly/1Ky2uv2 #TeethMatter2Dads

Trenae Simpson @Trenae_Simpson

RT @Center4OralHlth: 53% of men dont know dental care during
pregnancy is safe. Encourage mothers to receive dental care
http://t.co/f6o3kp…

NNOHA @NNOHA

1 in 4 men surveyed say they’ve avoided smiling or done things to
hide their teeth bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatter2Dads

CDCChronic @CDCChronic

1 in 5 men are smokers which increases the risk for gum disease.
#TeethMatter2Dads #OralHealth bit.ly/1KP052y

Gary Pickard @GaryJPickard

RT @Teeth_Matter: 31% of men say they or their families have
delayed dental care for fear of out-of-pocket costs bit.ly/1NiWczB
#Te…

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

Oral care during pregnancy is safe & needed. Share these resources
w/expecting mothers in your life bit.ly/1gEdfNB #TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

Are you a dad or caregiver to a child with disabilities? Connect to a
dentist w/this resource 1.usa.gov/1FbjDWQ #TeethMatter2Dads

Gary Pickard @GaryJPickard

RT @NNOHA: Dads: Learn how early your kids should start brushing
with #fluoride toothpaste nyti.ms/1cy4DFm #TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

RT @KYOralHealth: .@MensHealthMag explains why it’s important to
take care of your oral health bit.ly/N1z5kP #TeethMatter2Dads

Gary Pickard @GaryJPickard

RT @DeltaDentalAZ: Fellas: Are your gums healthy? If not, you may

be at risk for prostate issues. Learn more at bit.ly/1QtYRrL #Tee…

Little Sprouts @KidsSmileDDS

RT @DeltaDentalAZ: Are you a dad or caregiver to a child w/ #autism?
Learm how to make dental visits less stressful:
http://t.co/V6RYp6gkr1…

Gary Pickard @GaryJPickard

RT @DeltaDentalAZ: Men's Health: Severe Gum Disease Linked to
Erectile Dysfunction bit.ly/1BMy5Ew #TeethMatter2Dads

KY Oral Health C. @KYOralHealth

.@MensHealthMag explains why it’s important to take care of your oral
health bit.ly/N1z5kP #TeethMatter2Dads

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

RT @oralhealthforum: African American men are at higher risk for oral
cancer. Learn more 1.usa.gov/1HPdwPb via NIDCR@NIH
#TeethMatter…

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

RT @cdaonline: Who doesn't love to color? Use these activity sheets
to teach kids good habits. ow.ly/NSN2D #TeethMatter2Dads

CenterforOralHealth @Center4OralHlth

Are you a dad or caregiver to a child with disabilities? Connect to a
dentist w/this resource 1.usa.gov/1FbjDWQ #TeethMatter2Dads

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

Are you a dad or caregiver to a child w/ #autism? Learm how to make
dental visits less stressful: bit.ly/1BMyJBQ #TeethMatter2Dads

Colorado Dental @cdaonline

Are you trying to quit the spit? This Quit the Spit video can help you
succeed! ow.ly/NSO6O #TeethMatter2Dads

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

RT @Teeth_Matter: 1 in 4 men surveyed say they’ve avoided smiling
or done things to hide their teeth bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatter2Da…

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

RT @cdaonline: Who doesn't love to color? Use these activity sheets
to teach kids good habits. ow.ly/NSN2D #TeethMatter2Dads

Oral Health Forum @oralhealthforum

African American men are at higher risk for oral cancer. Learn more
1.usa.gov/1HPdwPb via NIDCR@NIH #TeethMatter2Dads #oralhealth

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

1 in 4 men surveyed say they’ve avoided smiling or done things to
hide their teeth bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatter2Dads

Gary Pickard @GaryJPickard

RT @Teeth_Matter: Oral health matters. Read why #oralhealth is a
window to your overall health mayocl.in/1P0UokU via @MayoClinic
#Teet…

Gary Pickard @GaryJPickard

RT @chawisconsin: Dads can help enforce kids’ healthy dental habits.
This downloadable handout educates parents 1.usa.gov/1cS6U4R
#Tee…

Gary Pickard @GaryJPickard

RT @MHInitiative: It's amazing how much floss can do to help keep
#heartdisease risk low. #teethmatter2dads #menshealthmonth
#menshealthmat…

Dr. Michael J Rovito @RovitoMJ

RT @MHInitiative: It's amazing how much floss can do to help keep
#heartdisease risk low. #teethmatter2dads #menshealthmonth

#menshealthmat…

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

RT @MHInitiative: It's amazing how much floss can do to help keep
#heartdisease risk low. #teethmatter2dads #menshealthmonth
#menshealthmat…

BHA Sexual Health @BHASexTalk

RT @Teeth_Matter: African American men are at higher risk for oral
cancer. Learn more 1.usa.gov/1HPdwPb via NIDCR@NIH
#TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

RT @chawisconsin: Dads can help enforce kids’ healthy dental habits.
This downloadable handout educates parents 1.usa.gov/1cS6U4R
#Tee…

BHA Sexual Health @BHASexTalk

RT @MensHlthNetwork: 31% of men say they or their families have
delayed dental care for fear of out-of-pocket costs bit.ly/1NiWczB …

MHI, Inc. @MHInitiative

It's amazing how much floss can do to help keep #heartdisease risk
low. #teethmatter2dads #menshealthmonth #menshealthmatters

CDCChronic @CDCChronic

About 1 in 3 men did not visit the dentist in the past year #OralHealth
#TeethMatter2Dads bit.ly/1G9wf5T

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

Oral health matters. Read why #oralhealth is a window to your overall
health mayocl.in/1P0UokU via @MayoClinic #TeethMatter2Dads

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

RT @DentaQuest: A NY dentist and dad shares his tips for helping
your kids keep their teeth cavity-free bit.ly/1Ky2uv2 #TeethMatter…

DentaQuest @DentaQuest

A NY dentist and dad shares his tips for helping your kids keep their
teeth cavity-free bit.ly/1Ky2uv2 #TeethMatter2Dads

KY Oral Health C. @KYOralHealth

Are you a dad or caregiver to a child with disabilities? Connect to a
dentist w/this resource: 1.usa.gov/1FbjDWQ #TeethMatter2Dads

CHAW @chawisconsin

Dads can help enforce kids’ healthy dental habits. This downloadable
handout educates parents 1.usa.gov/1cS6U4R #TeethMatter2Dads

Men's Health Network @MensHlthNetwork

RT @DeltaDentalAZ: Dads: Learn the importance of a #mouthguard
when playing #sports w/ a bat, ball or stick bit.ly/1dhAHEf #TeethMa…

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

RT @Teeth_Matter: African American men are at higher risk for oral
cancer. Learn more 1.usa.gov/1HPdwPb via NIDCR@NIH
#TeethMatter2Dads

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

RT @Center4OralHlth: 53% of men dont know dental care during
pregnancy is safe. Encourage mothers to receive dental care
http://t.co/f6o3kp…

CenterforOralHealth @Center4OralHlth

53% of men dont know dental care during pregnancy is safe.
Encourage mothers to receive dental care bit.ly/1gEdfNB
#TeethMatter2Dads

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

Men's Health: Severe Gum Disease Linked to Erectile Dysfunction

bit.ly/1BMy5Ew #TeethMatter2Dads

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

Fellas: Are your gums healthy? If not, you may be at risk for prostate
issues. Learn more at bit.ly/1QtYRrL #TeethMatter2Dads

Camille Bogrand @CamilleBogrand

RT @CDCChronic: Over 50% of men > age 30 have severe gum
disease. #TeethMatter2Dads #OralHealth bit.ly/1M8ich4

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

RT @NNOHA: Dads: Learn how early your kids should start brushing
with #fluoride toothpaste nyti.ms/1cy4DFm #TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

RT @DeltaDentalAZ: Happy to be a part of the @Teeth_Matter Twitter
storm! We're talking about why #TeethMatter2Dads!

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

Happy to be a part of the @Teeth_Matter Twitter storm! We're talking
about why #TeethMatter2Dads!

Dr. Michael J Rovito @RovitoMJ

Men are less likely to go to the dentist than women...All the reason
why we need to focus on ways to encourage males to go
#teethmatter2dads

Delta Dental - Idaho @ddidaho

Dads: Learn how early your kids should start brushing with #fluoride
toothpaste nyti.ms/1cy4DFm #TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

RT @Center4OralHlth: Oral care during pregnancy is safe & needed.
Share these resources w/expecting mothers in your life
http://t.co/f6o3kp…

Camille Bogrand @CamilleBogrand

RT @CDCChronic: Men are > 2x more likely to develop oral cancer
than women. #TeethMatter2Dads #Early Detection 1.usa.gov/1xT7mty

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

31% of men say they or their families have delayed dental care for fear
of out-of-pocket costs bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatter2Dads

Dr. Michael J Rovito @RovitoMJ

RT @CDCChronic: Men are > 2x more likely to develop oral cancer
than women. #TeethMatter2Dads #Early Detection 1.usa.gov/1xT7mty

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

Are you a dad or caregiver to a child with disabilities? Connect to a
dentist w/this resource 1.usa.gov/1FbjDWQ #TeethMatter2Dads

Colorado Dental @cdaonline

RT @MensHlthNetwork: 31% of men say they or their families have
delayed dental care for fear of out-of-pocket costs bit.ly/1NiWczB …

NNOHA @NNOHA

Dads: Learn how early your kids should start brushing with #fluoride
toothpaste nyti.ms/1cy4DFm #TeethMatter2Dads

Colorado Dental @cdaonline

RT @HealthyTeethMD: 53% of men dont know dental care during
pregnancy is safe. Encourage mothers to receive dental care
http://t.co/ouZRapM…

Colorado Dental @cdaonline

Who doesn't love to color? Use these activity sheets to teach kids
good habits. ow.ly/NSN2D #TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

A FL dentist explains how he strives as a dad to instill good oral health
habits in his kids bit.ly/1Qk3hBB #TeethMatter2Dads

Healthy Black Men @BlkMenUSA

RT @Teeth_Matter: African American men are at higher risk for oral
cancer. Learn more 1.usa.gov/1HPdwPb via NIDCR@NIH
#TeethMatter2Dads

C. Maguire @CMaguire3

RT @CDCChronic: Over 50% of men > age 30 have severe gum
disease. #TeethMatter2Dads #OralHealth bit.ly/1M8ich4

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

Thanks for joining our storm, @HealthyTeethMD @oralhealthforum
@OralHealth2020 #TeethMatter2Dads

Healthy Black Men @BlkMenUSA

RT @MensHlthNetwork: 31% of men say they or their families have
delayed dental care for fear of out-of-pocket costs bit.ly/1NiWczB …

MHI, Inc. @MHInitiative

RT @Teeth_Matter: Periodontal disease has a higher prevalence in
men. Look for the warning signs here 1.usa.gov/1LLHXEt
#TeethMatter2D…

CDCChronic @CDCChronic

Men are > 2x more likely to develop oral cancer than women.
#TeethMatter2Dads #Early Detection 1.usa.gov/1xT7mty

OACHC @Ohiochc

Oral health matters. Read why #oralhealth is a window to your overall
health mayocl.in/1P0UokU via @MayoClinic #TeethMatter2Dads

CenterforOralHealth @Center4OralHlth

Oral care during pregnancy is safe & needed. Share these resources
w/expecting mothers in your life bit.ly/1gEdfNB #TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

African American men are at higher risk for oral cancer. Learn more
1.usa.gov/1HPdwPb via NIDCR@NIH #TeethMatter2Dads

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

Oral cancer strikes men 2x more often than women. Learn how the
dentist can screen for the disease bit.ly/1EYlzlo #TeethMatter2Dads

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

Dads: Learn the importance of a #mouthguard when playing #sports
w/ a bat, ball or stick bit.ly/1dhAHEf #TeethMatter2Dads

Men's Health Network @MensHlthNetwork

RT @MHInitiative: One way to take care of your teeth (often
overlooked) is to make sure you are #hydrated. Drink water!
#TeethMatter2Dads #…

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

RT @HealthyTeethMD: 53% of men dont know dental care during
pregnancy is safe. Encourage mothers to receive dental care
http://t.co/ouZRapM…

MHI, Inc. @MHInitiative

One way to take care of your teeth (often overlooked) is to make sure
you are #hydrated. Drink water! #TeethMatter2Dads
#menshealthmonth

Colorado Dental @cdaonline

Happy to be a part of the @Teeth_Matter Twitter storm! Tell us why
you think #TeethMatter2Dads

Fatherhoodgov @Fatherhoodgov

RT @MensHlthNetwork: 31% of men say they or their families have
delayed dental care for fear of out-of-pocket costs bit.ly/1NiWczB …

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

POLL: Men are less likely than women to report having an annual
dentist visit bit.ly/1km0gDe via @Gallup #TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

RT @oralhealthforum: 1 in 4 men surveyed say they’ve avoided
smiling or done things to hide their teeth bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatte…

HealthyTeethMD @HealthyTeethMD

53% of men dont know dental care during pregnancy is safe.
Encourage mothers to receive dental care bit.ly/1gEdfNB
#TeethMatter2Dads

HealthyTeethMD @HealthyTeethMD

Oral care during pregnancy is safe & needed. Share these resources
w/expecting mothers in your life bit.ly/1gEdfNB #TeethMatter2Dads

DentaQuest @DentaQuest

1 in 4 men surveyed say they’ve avoided smiling or done things to
hide their teeth bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatter2Dads

CRedding @creddingvye

RT @CDCChronic: Over 50% of men > age 30 have severe gum
disease. #TeethMatter2Dads #OralHealth bit.ly/1M8ich4

Oral Health Forum @oralhealthforum

1 in 4 men surveyed say they’ve avoided smiling or done things to
hide their teeth bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatter2Dads #oralhealth

Colorado Dental @cdaonline

RT @Teeth_Matter: |@MensHealthMag explains why it’s important to
take care of your oral health bit.ly/N1z5kP #TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

RT @chawisconsin: POLL: Men are less likely than women to report
having an annual dentist visit bit.ly/1km0gDe via @Gallup
#TeethMa…

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

RT @CDCChronic: Over 50% of men > age 30 have severe gum
disease. #TeethMatter2Dads #OralHealth bit.ly/1M8ich4

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

RT @CDCChronic: Over 50% of men > age 30 have severe gum
disease. #TeethMatter2Dads #OralHealth bit.ly/1M8ich4

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

RT @MensHlthNetwork: 31% of men say they or their families have
delayed dental care for fear of out-of-pocket costs bit.ly/1NiWczB …

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

Periodontal disease has a higher prevalence in men. Look for the
warning signs here 1.usa.gov/1LLHXEt #TeethMatter2Dads

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

RT @Teeth_Matter: We're starting our #TeethMatter2Dads Twitter
storm. During #MensHealthMonth we raise awareness that healthy
teeth make he…

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

RT @Teeth_Matter: 53% of men dont know dental care during
pregnancy is safe. Encourage mothers to receive dental care
http://t.co/dCiu1MX8h…

Men's Health Network @MensHlthNetwork

31% of men say they or their families have delayed dental care for fear

31% of men say they or their families have delayed dental care for fear
of out-of-pocket costs bit.ly/1NiWczB #TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

Dads: Learn how early your kids should start brushing with #fluoride
toothpaste nyti.ms/1cy4DFm #TeethMatter2Dads

Delta Dental of AZ @DeltaDentalAZ

Dads can help make brushing fun & celebrate #NationalSmileMonth
w/ these 4 tips: bit.ly/1cA3NOt #TeethMatter2Dads

CDCChronic @CDCChronic

Over 50% of men > age 30 have severe gum disease.
#TeethMatter2Dads #OralHealth bit.ly/1M8ich4

Dr. Michael J Rovito @RovitoMJ

RT @MHInitiative: A FL dentist explains how he strives as a dad to
instill good oral health habits in his kids bit.ly/1Qk3hBB #Teet…

KY Oral Health C. @KYOralHealth

A NY dentist and dad shares his tips for helping your kids keep their
teeth cavity-free: bit.ly/1Ky2uv2 #TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

|@MensHealthMag explains why it’s important to take care of your oral
health bit.ly/N1z5kP #TeethMatter2Dads

CHAW @chawisconsin

POLL: Men are less likely than women to report having an annual
dentist visit bit.ly/1km0gDe via @Gallup #TeethMatter2Dads

Dr. Michael J Rovito @RovitoMJ

1 in 4 men surveyed day they've avoided smiling or done things to
hide their teeth #teethmatter2dads #menshealthmonth

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

RT @NNOHA: Oral health matters. Read why #oralhealth is a window
to your overall health mayocl.in/1P0UokU via @MayoClinic
#TeethMatter…

CenterforOralHealth @Center4OralHlth

Dads: Learn how early your kids should start brushing with #fluoride
toothpaste nyti.ms/1cy4DFm #TeethMatter2Dads

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

RT @HealthyTeethMD: Dads: Learn how early your kids should start
brushing with #fluoride toothpaste nyti.ms/1cy4DFm
#TeethMatter2Dads

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

#ThinkTeeth materials provide parents with helpful tips for protecting
their kids’ oral health 1.usa.gov/18Sd4Q0 #TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

53% of men dont know dental care during pregnancy is safe.
Encourage mothers to receive dental care bit.ly/1gEdfNB
#TeethMatter2Dads

HealthyTeethMD @HealthyTeethMD

Dads: Learn how early your kids should start brushing with #fluoride
toothpaste nyti.ms/1cy4DFm #TeethMatter2Dads

NNOHA @NNOHA

Oral health matters. Read why #oralhealth is a window to your overall
health mayocl.in/1P0UokU via @MayoClinic #TeethMatter2Dads

HealthyTeethMD @HealthyTeethMD

Dads can help enforce kids’ healthy dental habits. This downloadable
handout educates parents 1.usa.gov/1cS6U4R #TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

RT @OralHealth2020: Jumping in on @Teeth_Matter 's Twitter storm!
Use the hashtag #TeethMatter2Dads!

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

RT @KYOralHealth: Dads can help enforce kids’ healthy dental
habits. This downloadable handout educates parents:
1.usa.gov/1cS6U4R #Te…

MHI, Inc. @MHInitiative

A FL dentist explains how he strives as a dad to instill good oral health
habits in his kids bit.ly/1Qk3hBB #TeethMatter2Dads

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

We're starting our #TeethMatter2Dads Twitter storm. During
#MensHealthMonth we raise awareness that healthy teeth make
healthy men & boys.

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

RT @oralhealthforum: Dads: Learn how early your kids should start
brushing with #fluoride toothpaste nyti.ms/1cy4DFm
#TeethMatter2D…

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

Dads can help enforce kids’ healthy dental habits. This downloadable
handout educates parents 1.usa.gov/1cS6U4R #TeethMatter2Dads

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

Jumping in on @Teeth_Matter 's Twitter storm! Use the hashtag
#TeethMatter2Dads!

CHAW @chawisconsin

@chawisconsin now participating in the #TeethMatter2Dads Twitter
storm, promoting men's health

KY Oral Health C. @KYOralHealth

Dads can help enforce kids’ healthy dental habits. This downloadable
handout educates parents: 1.usa.gov/1cS6U4R #TeethMatter2Dads

Oral Health Forum @oralhealthforum

Dads: Learn how early your kids should start brushing with #fluoride
toothpaste nyti.ms/1cy4DFm #TeethMatter2Dads

CenterforOralHealth @Center4OralHlth

Dads can help enforce kids’ healthy dental habits. This downloadable
handout educates parents 1.usa.gov/1cS6U4R #TeethMatter2Dads

CDCChronic @CDCChronic

RT @Teeth_Matter: 1 hour until our Twitter storm on why
#TeethMatter2Dads. Share messages 2-2:30pm from our media kit to
join! http://t.co/…

Ronnie achir @teeth2525

1 hour until our Twitter storm on why #TeethMatter2Dads. Share
messages 2-2:30pm from our media kit to join!:

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

1 hour until our Twitter storm on why #TeethMatter2Dads. Share
messages 2-2:30pm from our media kit to join! bit.ly/1JkNRNd

NNOHA @NNOHA

Healthy teeth make healthy fathers, men, & kids! Join us with
@Teeth_Matter 6/4/15 2-2:30pm ET for a Twitter storm on why
#TeethMatter2Dads

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

RT @flhealthinnova: #TeethMatter2Dads! Join @Teeth_Matter Twitter
storm TODAY 6/4 from 2-2:30pm bit.ly/1eR26hs

flhealthinnovation @flhealthinnova

#TeethMatter2Dads! Join @Teeth_Matter Twitter storm TODAY 6/4
from 2-2:30pm bit.ly/1eR26hs

CKHom @ckhom1

#TeethMatter2Dads! Join @Teeth_Matter Twitter storm TODAY 6/4
from 2-2:30pm buff.ly/1eR23Ci

Matthew Bond @MatthewPBond

RT @MDAC01: Twitter Storm today! Spread the word that
#TeethMatter2Dads s3.amazonaws.com/cdhp/Media+Kit…

Gary Pickard @GaryJPickard

RT @MDAC01: Twitter Storm today! Spread the word that
#TeethMatter2Dads s3.amazonaws.com/cdhp/Media+Kit…

MDAC @MDAC01

Twitter Storm today! Spread the word that #TeethMatter2Dads
s3.amazonaws.com/cdhp/Media+Kit…

CKHom @ckhom1

RT @Teeth_Matter: Men need healthy teeth. Join our Twitter storm
TOMORROW 2-2:30pm ET by tweeting #TeethMatter2Dads from our
media kit: htt…

Advocates4MensHealth @WatchMensHealth

RT @RovitoMJ: Healthy teeth make healthy men and boys! Join
@Teeth_Matter for a twitter storm from 2-230p ET on why
#teethmatter2dads. #men…

Dr. Michael J Rovito @RovitoMJ

Healthy teeth make healthy men and boys! Join @Teeth_Matter for a
twitter storm from 2-230p ET on why #teethmatter2dads.
#menshealthmonth

MHI, Inc. @MHInitiative

Going strong for #MensHealthMonth! Today, join @Teeth_Matter 22:30p ET for a Twitter storm on why #TeethMatter2Dads #oralhealth
#awareness

Jun 4, 2015 at 12:00am UTC
CampaignDentalHealth @ILikeMyTeeth

RT @Teeth_Matter: Men need healthy teeth. Join our Twitter storm
TOMORROW 2-2:30pm ET by tweeting #TeethMatter2Dads from our
media kit: htt…

Ronnie achir @teeth2525

Men need healthy teeth. Join our Twitter storm TOMORROW 2-2:30pm
ET by tweeting #TeethMatter2Dads from our media kit::

LMC Dental @LMCDental

RT @Teeth_Matter: Men need healthy teeth. Join our Twitter storm
TOMORROW 2-2:30pm ET by tweeting #TeethMatter2Dads from our
media kit: htt…

Oral Health 2020 @OralHealth2020

RT @Teeth_Matter: Men need healthy teeth. Join our Twitter storm
TOMORROW 2-2:30pm ET by tweeting #TeethMatter2Dads from our
media kit: htt…

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

Men need healthy teeth. Join our Twitter storm TOMORROW 2-2:30pm
ET by tweeting #TeethMatter2Dads from our media kit: bit.ly/1JkNRNd

Jun 3, 2015 at 12:00am UTC
Starla Lever @Starlalever

RT @BlkMenUSA: Healthy teeth make healthy fathers, men, & kids!
Join us with @Teeth_Matter 6/4/15 2-2:30pm ET for a Twitter storm on
why #T…

SCCFF @SCFathers

Healthy teeth make healthy fathers, men, & kids! Join us with
@Teeth_Matter 6/4/15 2-2:30pm ET for a Twitter storm on why
#TeethMatter2Dads

HamptonU MMHI @HamptonU_MMHI

RT @Teeth_Matter: It's #MensHealthMonth! Join our Twitter storm
Thurs 2-2:30pm ET by tweeting w/ #TeethMatter2Dads from our media
kit: http…

Oral Health Kansas @OralHealthKS

RT @Teeth_Matter: It's #MensHealthMonth! Join our Twitter storm
Thurs 2-2:30pm ET by tweeting w/ #TeethMatter2Dads from our media
kit: http…

HealthyTeethMD @HealthyTeethMD

RT @Teeth_Matter: It's #MensHealthMonth! Join our Twitter storm
Thurs 2-2:30pm ET by tweeting w/ #TeethMatter2Dads from our media
kit: http…

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

It's #MensHealthMonth! Join our Twitter storm Thurs 2-2:30pm ET by
tweeting w/ #TeethMatter2Dads from our media kit: bit.ly/1JkNRNd

Ste_BlackParent @Ste_BlackParent

RT @BlkMenUSA: Healthy teeth make healthy fathers, men, & kids!
Join us with @Teeth_Matter 6/4/15 2-2:30pm ET for a Twitter storm on
why #T…

WalkerTisdale @MrWalkerTisdale

Healthy teeth make healthy fathers, men, & kids! Join us with
@Teeth_Matter 6/4/15 2-2:30pm ET for a Twitter storm on why
#TeethMatter2Dads

HIM Atlanta @HIMAtlanta

Healthy teeth make healthy fathers, men, & kids! Join us with
@Teeth_Matter 6/4/15 2-2:30pm ET for a Twitter storm on why
#TeethMatter2Dads

Healthy Black Men @BlkMenUSA

Healthy teeth make healthy fathers, men, & kids! Join us with
@Teeth_Matter 6/4/15 2-2:30pm ET for a Twitter storm on why
#TeethMatter2Dads

Jun 2, 2015 at 12:00am UTC
Jennifer Herrera @jennjenn1973

RT @Teeth_Matter: Healthy teeth make healthy fathers, men, & kids!
Join us Thurs 2-2:30 ET for a Twitter storm on why #TeethMatter2Dads
htt…

CDHP @Teeth_Matter

Healthy teeth make healthy fathers, men, & kids! Join us Thurs 2-2:30
ET for a Twitter storm on why #TeethMatter2Dads
http://t.co/aa2UngRDaM

Jun 1, 2015 at 6:57pm UTC

